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ADVANCED COMPOSITE 
TECHNOLOGIES AT YOUR 
COMMAND

Gain the Abaris 
Advantage: 
www.abaris.com 
Abaris Training 
Resources, Inc. 
email: 
training@abaris.com  
+1  (775) 827-6568, 
5401 Longley Lane, 
Suite 49 
Reno, NV 89511

TRAINING IN: • ENGINEERING • MANUFACTURING • REPAIR

Specialized Services to Maximize Productivity from 
Your Composite Engineering or Production Sta� 

“ World Leader In Advanced Composite Technology Since 1983”

Abaris Direct Services is a division within Abaris Training Resources, Inc 
designed to provide our customers with cost e� ective training options and 
technical expertise where they may need assistance. Since 1983, Abaris has 
provided top-notch onsite training and consultation to hundreds of satis� ed 
customers. Discover the “Abaris Advantage”  and gain the edge in advanced
composite technology.

Onsite Training
We can provide our advanced composite courses onsite, anywhere in the world. This 
includes “o� -the-shelf” curriculum, or we can custom tailor the training to meet your 
speci� c needs. Our skilled instructors have an average of over 25 years of experience 
in their � eld. Onsite training is not only cost e� ective and rapid (5-10 days), but the 
primary bene� t is realized after completion of the course, when all of your personnel 
are “on the same page” and no longer rely on legacy or second-hand information to 
perform their duties. 

Consultation Services
We have built a worldwide reputation helping others understand and apply 
advanced composite technologies. We bring powerful problem-solving assistance, 
and over 3 decades of experience and a vast network of resources, including access 
to rare projects and unique contacts worldwide. 

Abaris regularly assists companies and research 
organizations with engineering and design 
reviews, analysis, and development of new 
materials and processes.  We can also build
or repair test structures for evaluation, make
coupons for testing, develop successful and 
practical repair procedures, or assist you with 
other quali� cation programs. 


